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"Theatre Visionaries: Edward Gordon Craig and Robert Wilson
Yukihide Endo
Usually what shapes a stage production is either the authorized playwright's text or the
individualistic director's interpretation. In some cases, a prominent figure among actors may
assert one's influence on the production. These individuals often demonstrate their own distm-
ctiveness by emphasizing a particular segment of an organic whole. Even though they created
critically acclaimed productions, they are inclined to essentialize each play and disrupt the unity
of it. While an essentialized part is carefully elaborated, the rest is carelessly dealt with. Very
often scripted texts wield considerable authority to monopolize productions. In any case, such a
lack of organization would discourage the development of modern theatre.
American theatre artist Robert Wilson has, however, pursued alternative theatre since the
mid-1960s. All techniques of stagecraft, playwnting, directing, acting, stage design, carpentry,
and sound and music, are of great interest to him. In his belief any element of a stage production
is of concern to him so that he can have a relationship with the totality of human creative activity.
In other words, he needs a way to communicate with others. It is not only his intellectual taste
but also his experience of speech impediment in his childhood that have led him to take part in
painting, architecture and then the performing arts. For him, theatre is an arena in which he
pursues his own self-identity and tries his best to define his relationship with society.
It seems as if Wilson modernizes theatrical ideas of British theatre artist Edward Gordon
Craig, who attempted to innovate theatre primarily in Europe half a century earlier than Wilson
does. Craig was one of the forerunners of theatrical innovation in the modern West. To
understand Wilson's theories and methods, one should examine how Craig concerned himself with
theatre. Wilson, one might say, finds inspiring Craigs theatrical ideas, such as the "Uber-
marionette," "masks," "the director as master-artist, 'and new theatre language. These theories
are nearly a hundred years old but their basic ideas, it seems, still make much sense in today's
theatre. His idealism, which appears too ambitious to realize it, comes to being in Robert Wilson'
s production with an emphasis on vsiual expression. Wilson integrates Craig's theatrical ideals
mentioned above with his own vision. More precisely, he incorporates them into his innovative
theatre language. Firstly, I examine how Craig's aforementioned principal theatrical ideas were
formed and how he described them. Secondly. I discuss what characterizes Wilson s theatrical
ideas that realize the quintessence of Craig s idealism. In doing so, I focus on his original method
that he has created through his theatre work. Finally I argue about how Wilson demonstrates his
stylized integration of visualization with verbalization in his 1995 adaptation of Shakespeare's
Hamlet into his Hamelt: A Monologue.
Wilson, it seems, has not carefully studied Craig's theories nor imitated them on purpose.
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Even so, it can be said that Wilson has a close affinity with Craig in terms of theatrical
innovation. With this connection, the way Craig developed his theories in a specific cultural,
social and personal context is of great importance. It should be noted that the turn-of-the-century
European zeitgeist and Craig's family background exerted a constructive influence on his thought
formation.
Edward Gordon Craig was talented in a wide range of theatre arts and contributed remark-
ably to the Western theatre in the first half of the twentieth century. Born as the son of Ellen
Terry, a renowned actresses in England, Craig was an actor, theatre director-designer, producer,
and theorist in the theatre. His theatrical gift came from his familial heritage. As J. Michael
Walton writes, "He was a member of the Terry family, whose illustrious connections with the
stage continue into modern times, notably in the person of his second cousin Sir John Gielgud."1
In addition, he began his acting career in his late teens and such ties of kinship and experience
greatly nurtured his sense of theatrical aesthetics. More importantly, his association with
brilliant artists, such as the theatre critic Max Beerbohm and the musician Martin Shaw,
encouraged him "to widen [his] interest in the theatre to embrace other arts."2 Through interac-
tion with artists in different disciplines Craig continuously developed his theories using his natural
gift for theatre arts. He cherished ideals of theatre and aspired toward perfection of these ideals.
Not only his natural gift and association with his inspiring contemporaries but also the
historical background oHlis day, it seems, accounted for his radical theatrical concepts. He was
born in 1872, a period which, as J. Michael Walton notes, was a time of great change. At home
and abroad around the time of his birth, traditional principles of the theatre were in a state of
flux. Outside the theatre the world witnessed an unprecedented challenge to traditional ideology
from such influential writings as Charles Darwin's The Origin of Species in 1859 and the first
volume of Das Kapital by Karl Marx in 1867. It should also be noted, as Walton points out, that
the year of Craig's birth coincided with publication of Friednch Nietzsche's The Birth of
Tragedy, in which he critiqued the cultural paradigms of the West.4　As demonstrated by the
declaration in Thus Spake Zarathustra (1883-91) that `God is dead,'the entire traditional system
of values was under scrutiny. The transitional cultural atmosphere helped Craig to become a
theatre visionary.
Craig's mentor Sir Henry Irving too deserves mentioning in terms of his theoretical develop-
merit. Craig's personal relationship with him gave fresh impetus to his creativity. The English
theatre began to head in a new direction in the late 1800s. Newly born realism was taking the
place of worn-out melodrama. Actor/manager Irving played a key role in this theatrical reform.
Interestingly, he collaborated with Craig's mother, Ellen Terry. His mother took her six-year-old
son to see Irving act in the Lyceum Theatre in London, and the young Craig was enthralled by
his performance. The prominent theatrical innovator was held in great esteem by the enthusiastic
1 J. Michael Walton, ed., Craig on Theatre (London: Methuen, 1983) 3.
2 "Craig, Edward Gordon," Britannica, 1991 ed.
3　Walton, 5-6
4　Walton, 6.
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disciple. In his biography, Henry lrving, Craig admiringly described Irving:
He gathered to him all the old English traditions, he cut away from those traditions
all that was useless to him, and then proceeded to display what was left, to exploit it
further than it had gone before. Then he blew it up! The bits that came down were all
seized on with avidity and, on the strength of a chip, doubtless many of us thought we
were the old block itself.5
Craig received inspiration from Irving's innovative acting method.
His productions, marked by "artistic spectacles with emphasis on scenic detail" and "his
realistic approach to creating a character," drew the full attention of audiences.6 Irving's strong
will to reform theatre provoked controversy to the positive and negative ends. Likewise, the
theatre on the mainland of Europe was moving in a new direction. Henrik Ibsen, August
Strmgberg, and Richard Wagner, among others, were breaking through theatrical stagnation,
each in his own style. Such artistic dynamics paved the way for the emergence of the Craig's
visionary ideas.
Craig was a theatre visionary throughout his life. The fact that he dedicated his first book
entitled The Art of the Theatre to his ideal prospective colleagues, that is to say, his "Old
Comrades of the Future," suggests that he was truly devoted to the evolution of theatre.7 He felt
compelled to vitalize English theatre. His will to innovate artistically became more demanding
than Irving's. The more Craig was involved in the theatre the more radical his visions became.
Although he created many new theatrical ideas, here I shall focus on the acting--the Uber-
marionette and the mask vis-a-vis the real actor. Among his great variety of inspiring and
revolutionary theories is his notion of the Uber-marionette ("the super-marionette"), which was
one of his most controversial theories. Craig contended: "The actor must go, and in his place
comes the inanimate figure--the Uber-marionette we may call him, until he has won himself a
better name."8　Critics and theorists, whether hostile or not, misinterpreted, misused, or refuted
his argument for the puppet replacing the actor. He insisted on "the depersonalization of the
actor into the Uber-marionette, which was "based on a new symbolic form of movement and
gesture (not unlike the Oriental actor) in which the actor's ego would not obtrude on the symbolic
design."9 In his article, "Gentlemen, The Marionette" (1912) , Craig states:
There is only one actor-nay, one man‥who has the soul of the dramatic poet, and
who has ever served as true and loyal interpreter of the poet. This is the marionette. [….]
After Richard Wagner, after Michelangelo, after Shakespeare--what? Blanks! They
exhausted their gift, they squandered their talent; nothing was left. They did everything,
suggested nothing; and their sons inherited empty purses, empty veins; instead of thinking
of their responsibilities these great exhausters thought only of themselves. They were
5　Gordon Craig, Henry Irving (New York: Longman's, 1930)17.
6 "Irving, Sir Henry," The Columbia Enの・clopedia, 1993 ed.
7　Craig, The Art of the Theat柁(Edinburgh: T. N. Foulis, 1905).
8　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre (New York: Theatre Arts Book, 1956) 81.
9 "Theatre, The History of Western," Britannica, 1991 ed.
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full stops to short sentences. [….]
The marionette is a little figure, but he has given birth to great ones who, if they
preserve the two essentials, obedience and silence, shall preserve their race. The day that
they hunger for further power they shall surely fall.
These children of his I have called Uber-marionettes, and have written of them at
some length.
What the wires of the Uber-marionette shall be, what shall guide him, who can say?
I do not believe in the mechanical, nor in the material. The wires which stretch from
divinity to the soul of the poet are wires which might command him. Has God no more
such threads to spare‥for one more figure? I cannot doubt it.1
Craig's dissatisfaction with actors led him to suggest that a divine power manipulates the
Uber-marionette. No human actors remained on stage; instead puppets controlled by strings in
God's hands did the acting. It seems as if he did not trust humans. His words were harsh and
some critics today, such as J. Michael Walton, point out that "Even in retrospect, however, it is
difficult not to have some sympathy with an acting profession and a public so berated.
Craig was a prophet rather than a practitioner and had highly charged visions of theatre.
Ultimately he went so far as to distrust the actor and instead advocated the introduction of the
Uber-marionette onto the stage. Even though this idea is purely theoretical, it draws interest in
the late 1990s. Although he used the word "marionette, his puppets did not refer to European
traditional marionette with man-controlled strings. It was more like Javanese shadow puppets,
for instance, that he explored in order to search for the ideal actor. As he himself suggested in
his "Gentlemen, The Marionette!" the puppet's strings were tied to the divine hands. He thought
about the symbolism related to divinity that would embrace both images of life and death. In his
'The Actor and the Uber-marionette" Craig notes:
…no longer content with a puppet, we must create an (iber-marionette. The Uber-
marionette will not compete with life-rather will it go beyond it. Its ideal will not be the
flesh and blood but rather the body in trance-it will aim to clothe itself with a death-like
beauty while exhaling a living spirit.
He was discontented with a oversimplified realism and he dared visualize both the human world
and the other world beyond. He also observes:
I pray earnestly for the return of the image--the liber-marionette to the Theatre; and
when he comes again and is but seen, he will be loved so well that once more will it be
possible for the people to return to their ancient joy in ceremonies-once more will
Creation be celebrated-homage rendered to existence-and divine and happy intercession
made to Death. 13
In his opinion, a human face and body are not able to convey dramatic tension. Craig, one might
10　Walton, 24-25.
ll Walton, 14.
12　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre, 84-85.
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say, was a theoretical extremist.
He made bas-reliefs, which are defined as sculptures in which the design is raised very
slightly from the background for the sake of his stage design. Such bas-relief figures that
represent dramatis personae from Craig on Theatre, illustrate images of the Uber-marionette.1'1
They help one visualize his theory of the Uber-marionette. Craig's idea of it is purely theoretical.
It is, therefore, not easy for one to imagine those figures in a real production; yet it is worth trying
to picture them in one's mind. Characters such as Iphigenia and Portia appear to represent what
he intended them to. These inanimate figures look potent enough to visualize symbolically the
task each of them is assigned to. At least they are able to create symbolic images, whereas
actors might awkwardly enact their roles and end up failing to evoke them. Understandably,
Craig attempted to invoke "the spirit of the thing."15　He illustrated this term by referring to
different definitions of drawing.
…just as if a painter were to draw upon the wall a picture of an animal with long ears
and then write under it "This is a donkey." The long ears made it plain enough, one
would think, without inscription[….] […]the artist by drawing certain signs and shapes
creates the impression of a donkey: and the greater artist[…]creates the impression of
the whole genus of donkey, the spirit of the thing.16
Imitation, he vowed, would not call up the spirit of the thing.
Craig often discussed his idea of masks separately from his concept of the Uber-marionette.
As a matter of fact, however, they are overlapped; rather, the Uber-marionette includes the other.
Actors frustrated this ambitious artist, who sought perfection, because the human body basically
controlled by biological systems resisted artistic stylization. If actors with masks on attained
perfection, they would be transformed into Uber-marionettes. He did not consider the actor
expressive enough to arouse the audience s imagination because the human body, the human face
in particular, was too changeable to sustain a carefully defined emotion over a period of time. In
this sense his idea of theひber-marionette overlapped one of the mask because the puppet has an
ideal mask by nature. In "A Note on Masks" Craig writes:
Human facial expression is for the most part worthless, and the study of my art tells
me that it is better, provided it is not dull, that instead of six hundred expressions, but
six expressions shall appear upon the face of the performer.1
He also observes:
Masks carry conviction when he who creates them is an artist, for the artist limits
the statements which he places upon these masks. The face of the actor carries no such
conviction; it is over-full of fleeting expression-frail, restless, disturbed and disturbing.1
He sought carefully disciplined acting.
13　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre, 94.
14　Walton, 137-139.
15　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre, 62.
16　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre, 62.
17　Walton, 20.
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Considering his various articles on the actor, the mask and the Uber-marionette, it appears
that Craig was ambivalent about whether the actor should have stayed on stage by donning a
mask or whether the Uber-marionette should have completely replaced the actor. As is often the
case with a visionary, he oscillated between the two poles. While attempting to bring the
well-disciplined actor back, he envisioned "a theatre without actors or words" by pursuing
"simplicity and unity of concept."19　Essentially he intended to redefine what the actor was and
purify acting itself.
While Craig was essentially a futuristic theoretician, Wilson is definitely a practitioner.
Since his late teens he has been involved in more or less practical or craft-related activities, such
as dance therapy to conquer his speech impediment, stage productions in his high school days,
painting and architecture, and performing arts. The dissimilarity between the two artists is quite
obvious. Since Craig was devoted to building up theories on his own, he was inclined to be
dictatorial by forcing his ideas upon others. On the contrary, Wilson, while honest about ones'
own motives, prefers cooperation with writers, stage, costume and sound designers and musicians
and behaves as a benign supervisor.
However, despite such differences between them, Wilson and Craig have a common charac-
teristic in their styles. Wilson is a multiroled theatre artist: a director, playwright, designer, and
actor. Throughout his career in theatre Wilson continually concerns himself with every element
of the stage production. Such manner of his theatrical involvement suggests that he is a master
director who is familiar with knowledge and techniques of the entire stagecraft. Wilson meets
the requirements of the director as Craig defined. In his "The Art of the Theatre: The First
Dialogue," Craig has his STAGE-DIRECTOR say:
The Art of the Theatre, as I have already told you, is divided up into so many crafts:
acting, scene, costume, lighting, carpentering, singing, dancing, etc., that it must be
realized at the commencement that ENTIRE, not PART reform is needed; and it must
be realized that one part, one craft, has a direct bearing upon each of the other crafts in
the theatre, and that no result can come from fitful, uneven reform, but only from a
systematic progression. Therefore, the reform of the Art of the Theatre is possible to
those men alone who have studied and practised the crafts of the theatre.
PLAYGOER
That is to say, your ideal stage-manager.20
Unlike a director in a usual sense, Craig's ideal stage-manager (or stage-director) is required to
manifest his practical expertise with the individual theatre crafts and his critical ability to
integrate them so as to form a complete whole. Although Wilson has not concentrated on
applying Craig s innovative theories, his style of stage productions suggests that Wilson has been
unknowingly attempting to realize what Craig described as the ideal stage-director. A close
18　Walton, 21.
19 "Craig, Edward Gordon," Britanmca, 1991 ed.
20　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre, 177.
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affinity of characteristics can be seen between Wilson and Craig. Wilson demonstrates that
theatre today requires articulate, innovative and powerful directors in order to make it livelier.
Craig asserted that the idealized theatre required not merely the director as master-artist but
also the perfect actor. In doing so he developed his ideas of the Uber-Marionette and masks. The
ideal actor that Craig demanded also interests Wilson and throughout his career Wilson has
sought his own image of the actor in his experimental productions. He has often used non-human
characters, such as puppets in the CIVIL warS/Knee Plays (1985), a papier m急ch6 statue in Death
Destruction and Detroit(1987). The Black Rider (1990) demonstrates that actors'stylized slow
movements and their faces painted white are variants of Craig's Uber-marionette and masks. In
his recent Hamlet: A Monologue (1995) he presented a challenging idea of characters as bodiless
garments. It is his belief that each character who usually is described biologically and psychologi-
cally is not able to represent a personality as a whole.
He has attempted to re-examine what actors and characters stand for. He does not term
actors and characters humans in the usual sense. He shatters the conventional notions of
humanity which is believed to be superior to other beings and inanimate objects. Wilson has gone
beyond what Craig intended by his Uber-Marionette and masks. Craig focused on the concept of
acting to pursue the purified and highly spiritual images of human beings, such as those from
idealized ancient Greek and Latin cultures. He refuted modern intepretations of human nature
because he believed that interpretative approaches, say, psychoanalytical or materialistic
approaches missed the essences of humanity. But Wilson doubts wholeness of humanity in a
conventional sense. He seeks a way of drastically unconventional understanding of human
nature.
To understand Wilson's concept of humanity and personality, it is worth examining his
original idea of "knee play". This idea means something like an interlude that connects two
episodes as a knee, a joint between the upper and the lower parts, does. The CIVIL warS, for
instance, contains knee plays. His own perception of humanity led him to create this specific idea
and to incorporate a trait of human anatomy into a theatrical device.
Since the Renaissance, or rather ancient Greek and Latin civilization, the metaphoric images
of the human body and humanity as a microcosm of the universe has dominated the Western
theatre. This traditional idea both influenced and frustrated Craig because actors could not
embody the spiritual idea. Wilson is skeptical about the metaphor, and his notion of theatre is
the antithesis of what the Western theatre has accepted as true. As pointed out, his stage is full
of strange but interesting images of human beings, whose unusually slow movements are not in
harmony with conventional human rhythms and who in appearance transform into shadowy
silhouettes or mere objects as shown by Wilson in performance of Overture to Deafman Glance
(1986). In the case of Jutta Lampe contemplating in front of a "Little Door" in Orlando (1989) ,
the German actress does not look like a performer who stands out on the stage set; instead she
seems to be on equal terms with the miniature little door. She interacts and even communicates
with the door. Wilson has shattered the conventional notions of humanity or personality which
have been believed to be superior to other beings inanimate objects.
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One might say that Wilson translates Craig's innovative ideas of theワber-manonette and
masks into his own theatre language. His theatre language can be described as integration of
visualization with verbalization, in which visual and aural images and words ・mingle to create
dramatic intensity. His language requires the integration of every theatrical element into a
complete whole. By fully employing all the elements Wilson attempts to face the disadvantages
of acting Craig intended to overcome by removing actors from the stage.
His notion of theatrical language is in part exemplified by his idea of lighting. In a TV
program called Setting the Stage he said, "Light can be like an actor."21 Wilson's motto is more
striking and crucial than it sounds. In his production of CIVIL warS/Knee Plays, for instance,
parts of the performer's body were lighted separately so that each part lighted could be a being
independent of the body. The documentary illustrates how a hand of an actress in her black dress
sitting in the dark, when lighted with pale blue, came magically to life and also how her black
costume miraculously stood out on the dark stage. Such a method of stage lighting demonstrated
how the traditional notion of the performer disintegrated and was re-integrated into a whole. The
lighted hand here possessed its individualistic life separated from the body. In this way light
fusing with part of the body acts a part as actor does. This is what helps overcome their physical
limitations of actors that Craig pointed out; furthermore the fusion may create spiritual intensity
Craig sought in the image of the Uber-marionette. Wilson demonstrates lighting as part of his
new theatre language to innovate modern theatre.
Lighting in Wilson's productions has another important role to play as well as that as an
actor. Interestingly, while separating a lighted part of the body or a lighted object from others,
"lighting can be a connector of separate elements," as Wilson says in the program. In this
connection, it should be noted that his lighting principle is welトorganized. As his lighting
designer, Beverly Emmons, points it out in the documentary mentioned above, lighting functions
as a connector and and integrates separate elements, such as a part of the body and a prop, into
the stage picture during the course of the performance. Here an interesting interaction can be
seen between the animate (the actor) and the inanimate (lighting, props and stage set). Such
mingling of contrasting images will also contribute to dramatic intensity.
This method of lighting cannot be realized without today's technology. Computerized
manipulation of light produces amazingly different hundreds of possible levels of colors out of, for
instance, three colors of white, light blue, and dark blue, by combining them delicately 12%, 53%,
and 35% of each color respectively. Emmons remarks in admiration that the image of subtle
paintings thus created is "one of the extraordinary things of the way Wilson works." Wilson
himself acknowledges that the computer allows him to work more precisely and helps him to
enlarge his vocabulary and to work more efficiently. High technology enables him to develop his
vocabulary for a new theatre language and explore what visionary Craig postulated in his
theories nearly one hundred years ago.
21 Setting the Stage, hos. Jim Hartz, prod, and writ. Jill Peters, 13/WNET. Videocassette. Films for the
Humanities, 1988.
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Discontented with actors physical limitations Craig created his own theatre language which
would enable the ideal actor to achieve spirituality of their characters. Wilson translates Craig's
language into his own, and both languages are employed for the sake of visual effects of
performance. His family background closely related to professional actors made him keenly
aware of visual images. When he was a child Wilson suffered from speech impediment. His
serious need for communicational means other than speech led him to become interested in visual
arts, painting and architecture. His dedication to visualization of images thus parallels that of
Craig.
One might wonder how each of their theatre languages defines verbalization. Craig describes
theatre simply as visual, so that his thought centered on visualization. Interestingly enough, he
maintains that Shakespeare's plays do not fit for theatrical productions because these plays are
literary masterpieces and self-sufficient in themselves. His belief that "Shakespeare's plays were
written for the Reader and not for the Stage" becomes firmer when he is impressed with Goethe'
s words. Citing the German writer's remarks Craig states:
Shakespeare belongs by rights to the history of poetry; in the history of the Theatre
he only appears casually.
Shakespeare's whole method of proceeding is one which encounters a certain amount
of impracticability upon the actual stage.
The very contractedness of the stage forces him to circumscribe himself.22
He does not mean to repudiate Shakespeare as unworthy of stage production, precisely because
their theatrical impracticability does not allow him to produce Shakespeare's plays. He admirs
Shakespeare; on the other hand, he believes that, as far as theatre arts is concerned, visualization
is more important than verbalization.
Wilson does not seem as certain about verbalization as Craig was. Bloomsbury Theatre Guide
remarks, "Interested in the language of visual signs and signals, Wilson has an ambivalent
relationship with scripted texts, claiming that they are incorporated only to be destroyed."23
These words seem to imply that there is a similarity between the two artists.
His "ambivalent relationship with scripted texts" can be attributed to his experience of
speech impediment in his childhood. He overcame it with the aid of a therapist Ms. Byrd
Hoffman. In the context of having suffered serious speaking problems Wilson's individualistic
ideas of theatre makes much sense. His initially therapeutic approach to the theatre by organizing
the Byrd Hoffman School of Byrds in 1968 and collaborating with people with language prob-
lems suggest that he is interested in enjoying theatre by fully employing senses of sight and
hearing and sixth sense.
Wilson's unique collaborators in his early theatrical career were Raymond Andrews and
Christopher Knowles. His relationship with each of the two which began separately resulted in
illuminating revelations. Wilson surmised that Andrews, a deaf-mute black child "picked up
22　Craig, On the Art of the Theatre, 281.
23　Trevor R. Griffiths and Carole Woddis, eds., Bloomsbury Theatre Guide (London: Bloomsbury, 1988) 391.
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sounds in the from of vibrations or `interior impressions.'"24 Also Trevor Fairbrother writes:
Since Andrews knew no words Wilson was convinced that he thought in his own lan-
guage of visual signs and symbols; he encouraged Andrews communicate through
drawings. In an attempt to learn his pre-verbal mode of communication and his body
language, the members of the School of Byrds copied Andrews's gestures and sounds in
movements workshops.
On the other hand, the brain-damaged Knowles "created a `graphic'logic from the aural shape of
words independent of conventional sense."26 Fairbrother observes:
In the first minutes of [The Life and Times ofJoseph] Stalin(1973) , Wilson performed
a spontaneous dialogue with Christopher Knowles…. Prior to Stalin, Wilson had heard a
tape-recording made by Knowles, called Emily likes the TV, in which he created
arrangements of words by re-recording segments from a tape of himself speaking.
Wilson was struck by the way Knowles's quasi-musical sense of pattern and geometrical
structure paralleled his own: "[Christopher] was not afraid to destroy the word. The
language was really alive. [Words] were always growing and changing... like molecules
bursting apart into all directions all the time. It was really three-dimensional, like space
or something".
He felt that he had a close affinity with his young collaborators. Andrew's and Knowles'unique
methods of perception encouraged Wilson to seek his own method and demonstrate it as a new
theatre language.
As is often the case with handicapped people, Andrews and Knowles each developed the
cerebral function of cognition in such a way that their disabilities were complemented with other
functions. They displayed superior abilities in some aspects than non-handicapped people. Wilson
was amazed and inspired by their highly gifted creativity. He also was encouraged to further his
original ideas of theatre by the fact that these two young collaborators contributed immeasurably
to Wilson's early theatre work and helped him develop his theatrical ideas as illustrated by more
recent productions. Inspired by their collaboration he has insistently made attempts to redress
conventional modes of perception and cognition.
The uncommon and effective ways of thinking of autistic Andrews and brain-damaged
Knowles influenced Wilson's pursuit of a new theatre language. Later his searching for the
communicative language in theatre came to fruition. Fairbrother states:
[In Robert Wilson and His Collaborators(1989)] Laurence Shyer suggested that the
backdrop in Queen Victoria showing a dam with words rushing through its cracked
barrier wall symbolized the torrent of language loosed in this work; he noted that Wilson
24　Walter Bode, "Robert M. Wilson," Contemporary American Dramatists, eds. K. A. Berney et al. (London: St.
Martin, 1994) 655.
25　Robert Wilson et al. Robert Wilson s Vision: An Exhibition of Works (Boston: The Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, 1991) 111.
26　Walter Bode, "Robert M. Wilson," ContemporaりAmerican Dramatists, 655.
27　Robert Wilson et al. Robert Wilson's Vision, 117.
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once compared the curing of his stutter and his conquest of speech to "a dam bursting." :
Wilson's approach to a theatre language is distinctive because it is connected to personal
experiences.
His idea of a language in theatre is not the same as Craig's. It would be misleading to say
that Wilson does not treat words properly; rather, words interest him. While Craig basically kept
a stage designer's viewpoint, Wilson appears to define himself as a director/playwright. Unlike
Craig he is critically aware of words. His own experience of the speech problem and collabora-
tions with those brain-damaged and speech-wise handicapped urged him to explore alternative
methods of perception and communication. That is why he concerns himself with words much
more than Craig did.
Referring to Wilson's 1987 production of Heiner Miiller's Hamletmachine, Bloomsbury
Theatre Guide states:
the production bespeaks Wilson's interest in what theatre evokes rather than what it
means: the repeated sight of characters scratching their heads could serve to tease
audience members searching for ready explication.
What this remark suggests is Wilson's ideas of thinking and verbalization are unique. He
attempts to amalgamate verbalization with visualization in order to induce an audience s reaction
more powerfully than words usually do by themselves.
As well as his involvement in a speech impediment, autism and brain-damage, his collabora-
tion with Heiner Mliller, which began in the mid-1980s, encourages him to realign the conven-
tional notion of verbalization. Laurence Shyer points out that modern theatre's obsessive search
for meanings frustrates Wilson. Shyer observes:
In shaping the text with his performers Wilson revealed just how deeply the German
playwright [Miiller] had influenced his thinking and rhetoric, especially in the matter of
interpretation. In what has become something of a stock speech, Wilson would tell his
actors, "Take all your ideas, put them in a little black box and leave them on tee side
of the stage. Forget about them." After denouncing the traditions of interpretative
theatre ("It's fascistic") and psychological acting ("It's lies"), on another occasion he
declared, "We don't know what's happening. It's a mystery. We can't understand it.
Sometimes it sounds like you understand what you're saying. You don't understand it.
We don't understand it! We're saying `What is it?'The reason we make theatre is to ask
`What is it?' That's why we invite an audience. To have a forum. We want to leave it
open-ended. As soon as you say what it is, it's closed, it's finished." (The playwright once
told Wiens that he didn't understand the meaning of Hamletmachme and "if he knew the
meaning he wouldn't have had to write it.")3
In staging Muller's Hamletmachine the two collaborators shared the strategy to subvert the
28　Robert Wilson et al. Robert Wilson's Vision, 118.
29　Bloomsbu叩Theatre Guide, 391.
30　Laurence Shyer, Robert Wilson and His Collaborators (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1989) 131.
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conventional theatre's fixation with meaning. This critical viewpoint is intrinsically linked to
Wilson's persistent elaboration of visual and aural images. By evoking visual and aural percep-
tions he keenly attempts to vitalize theatre which he thinks has weakened due to an overemphasis
on scripted texts. He continues to pursue effective theatre language both in the forms of words
and visual/aural symbols. His dedication to stage production for years enables him to carry out
experimental ideas which Craig only dreamt of. Wilson attempts to fulfill what Craig assigned
to the ideal stage-director.
Such unconventional staging methods make Robert Wilson occupy quite a unique position in
the mainstream American theatre scene. His idiosyncratic mode of stage production confuses
American critics and theatergoers. American audiences prefer to appreciate the more main-
stream playwrights such as David Mamet and Sam Shepard. Paul Griffiths has in admiration
witnessed the progress of Wilson's creations since early 1970s but Wilson's recent work disap-
points him. He made a critical comment on "a revival at the Brooklyn Academy of Music of `The
Black Rider'" and on "a new staging at the Opera Bastille, in Paris, of `Madame Butterfly.'"
Griffiths writes:
As Mr. Wilson's opportunities have increased, his hopes and his aims seem to have
been lowered. When he was creating his own pieces, at the slow rhythm of roughly one
major production each year, his achievements were extraordinary: I don't know that
anything I've seen in any theatre has marked me more than "A Letter for Queen
Victoria," in 1974. In his works of that time, he made a new theatrical world.31
Another critic feels uneasy about the evaluation of Wilson. John Rockewell remarks:
Robert Wilson, to the extent that he is known at all in his native U.S., is perceived
as the distant, eccentric creator, director and designer of protracted, glacial theatrical
rituals. His best-known piece, so far as most Americans are concerned, has been Einstein
on the Beach, the five-hour quasiopera he created in 1976 in collaboration with composer
Philip Glass. It played at the Metropolitan Opera House that year, in Brooklyn in 1984
and on tour in 1992. Even those who loved Wilson's dreamy stage pictures and Glass'
restlessly hypnotic music would have been hard-pressed to describe their experience as
Hfun."3
Later in the article the reviewer recommends The Black Rider: the Casting of the Magic Bullets
(1990) simply because it is less confusing than Wilson's usual productions. Since Wilson suggests
that the story of the operatic play is popular, his collaborator, William Burroughs, uses a
well-known Teutonic fable which already made Carl Maria von Weber's 1821 opera, ββγ
Freischutz (The Marksman), successful abroad as well as at home. There is another reason that
might draw theatregoers: the play lasts for only two hours. Wilson's productions are reputed to
be notoriously long. American audiences have yet to grope uncertainly for the right way to enjoy
noticeably new style and form of his productions.
31 Paul Griffiths, "Black Rider, Gray Butterfly," New Yorker 10 Jan. 1994: 76.
32 John Rockwell, "The Black Rider Rides Again,"物e和News Nov. 1993: 28.
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The Black Rider: is helpful in grasping this avant-garde dramatist's theatre language. In his
production of this quasiopera Wilson collaborated with William S. Burroughs for the script and
Tom Waits for music. The story is based on a familiar German fable of the magic bullets, which
Weber employed for his Der Freゐchtitz. To get the bullets, a huntsman makes a pact with the
Devil: Six of his bullets will hit anything the young man wants, but the Devil has the right to the
seventh. Wilson collaborated with Burroughs to make a black comedy adaptation from the
German folklore. Burroughs'satirical script, Waits'bizarre music, grotesquely stylized acting,
and German-expressionistic stage design mingled in a curious harmony. Interestingly, this
adaptation seems like a bizarre travelogue of the underworld. The audience, one might say, find
its visual elements to be particularly absorbing: the stylized slow movements of the characters,
their mask-like makeup and somewhat bizarre costumes. By integrating with lyrics and music
these visual components contributed to a complete whole of The Black Rider.
Importantly, his collaboration with Burroughs demonstrates that Wilson concerns himself
with verbalization much more than Craig did. He needed Burroughs to help him pursuit of new
theatre language which integrates visualization with verbalization. The Controversial writer
interests him because his novels demonstrate the antithesis of conventional search for meaning
and Wilson himself seeks innovative language for visual, aural and verbal expression.
The Black Rider has many scenes which accentuate visual images. In some of them
silhouettes are shown as the devil, who with the magic bullet tempts a young man to dance with
him, and as the young man, who possessed by the devil, shoots his sweetheart. The whole
composition of the play serves visual expression. These moments are picturesque enough to be
associated with Craig's drawings of his stage design work. One might also find absorbing the
stylized slow movements of the characters, their mask-like makeup, and somewhat bizarre
costumes, which are peculiar to Wilson's productions. All of these visual features of The Black
Rider encourage one to point out an interesting analogy between these two designer-minded
theatre artists from different cultural backgrounds.
Wilson seeks his own theatre language. For this purpose he disrupts the conventional process
of reasoning on the part of the audience. With this connection Robert Wilson s Vision: An
Exhibition of Works, contains an interesting anecdote that illustrates the legendary length of his
productions. In 1973 Wilson staged The Life and Times of Joseph Stalin. "[The play] began at
7p.m. and ran continuously for twelve hours. The cast of about 140 included Wilson's eighty-
seven-year-old grandmother, Mrs. Alma Hamilton, who appeared in the first three acts, then slept
in A dressing room from midnight until the end of the piece the next morning."33 The audience is
not required to remain seated and keep watching. They may leave for a trip to a rest room, to
smoke outside, eat out and so on. It should be noted that any kind of break during the
performance accounts for an essential, though minor, part of a cerebral and sensuous pleasure the
theatre affords. Wilson is critical of the convention of modern theatre which deprived
theatregoers of the freedom to leave temporarily. He must compose his productions in such a
33　Robert Wilson et al. Robert Wilson s Vision, 116.
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style that sequential understanding is not necessarily a requisite of an appreciation of the
creations. It seems as if Robert Wilson has been attempting to restore what modern theatre has
so far left out or ruled out in the name of theatrical evolution.
Wilson has explored for his own definition of theatre for about twenty-five years. His recent
adaptation of Shakespeare's Hamlet demonstrates his theatre language he has fashioned out of
his individualistic style of staging. In this Hamelet: A Monologue (1995) an interesting example
of his theatrical ideas can be seen in his interpretation of characters without actors. He
performed solo in the title role in the world premiere of it at the Alley Theatre, Houston, Texas
in May, 1995.34 At the beginning Wilson's Hamlet is dying, and his mind flashes back to the past.
It seems as if a world within the play is reshuffled by the protagonist. But it was not that Wilson
rewrote Shakespeare's Hamlet. As far as lines were spoken, they were left intact, only he and his
collaborator edited out more than two thirds the length of Shakespeare's text. Since Wilson
adapted it for a solo performance, the Danish prince monopolizes the play. Other principal
characters, Ophelia, Gertrude, Claudius, Polonius, and Laertes, only remain in the realm of
Hamlet's memories. They are portrayed by his words, extracted from the original text, and their
aptly designed (bodiless) costumes.
In a striking scene m which Hamlet accuses his mother in her bedroom of conspiracy Wilson
uses the Queen s costume without a performer to wear it. Costume designer Frida Parmmegiani
created Gertrude's dress on the basis of his radically new concept of characters and costumes.
The Queen's costume was specially designed so that when angry Hamlet hurls it, the garment can
remain somehow human-shaped without losing its elegance. While each character is reduced to
a segment of a costume shown not in full, the costume completely embodies the character with
the aid of lighting, sound effects, scenery, and words. The figure of the character takes shape in
the audience s imagination. In this context, his sculptures and quasi-sculptures such as Lead Arm
and Cowboy Boots(both 1973) in his early artist career suggest his later interest in bodiless
costumes.
The final scene, which displays all the characters, leaves an indelible impression on the
audience's minds. Christopher Baker writes:
In the final scene, we catch a last glimpse of these other ghostly characters. One by
one Hamlet removes costumes (designed by Frida Parmeggiani) from a large theatrical
trunk-exquisite, bodiless garments, representing the dramatis personae of Hamlet's
memory play. At the edge of the stage he places Rosencrantz and Guildenstern's beautiful
green and blue doublets, Polonius's rich, full jacket, Laertes'blouse (barely mentioned in
this text, he is just as minimally represented by an unstructured, transparent shirt),
Ophelia's delicate white dress (from which Hamlet sorrowfully produces his letter to her)
and Gertrude s stiff golden gown.
Abruptly, Hamlet tosses each of the garments upstage, where they lie in profusion,
34　Wilson, Robert, per, dir, & des. The Making of a Monologue, 1995. Videocassette. Caddell & Conwell
Foundation for the Arts, 1995.
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littering the stage with their lifeless forms, bringing to mind the bloody finish of
countless Hamlets that have gone before. Memory play has caught up to real play. The
curtain comes down on both, and Hamlet!Wilson simply leaves the stage.3
There are parallels between the way these bodiless costumes function in the play and what Craig
intended by the Uber-marionette and masks. As far as these particular costumes are concerned,
passing facial expression or a confusing gesture no longer disturbs a calculated manner of acting.
What about Wilson? He wears white makeup and simply stylized black garment to erase his own
peculiarities while acting. To scrape fleeing, momentary expression is what Craig assigns to
actors so that they can achieve spiritual perfection. He demands that actors put on a mask or
leave.
In addition, Wilson tries his best to integrate visualization with verbalization in an experi-
mental way. While he carefully deals with words in the original text, he boldly juxtaposes the
words of different characters by cutting them out of their original contexts. He explores how
verbal expressions of ideas and feelings can be incorporated into his visually intensified staging
method. Such exploration interests Wilson rather than Craig.
Nearly a century ago theatre visionary Edward Gordon Craig from England raised questions
about contemporary theatre and advocated innovative ideas to vitalize the stage. He demanded
that actors put on masks and even that the Uber-marionettes replace actors. Actors in his day
failed him because they were not able to demonstrate visually stylized acting skill. Stage
directors also disappointed him. They did not familiarize themselves with every element of the
stagecraft, acting, and stage design work as well as directing, so that they failed to organize the
staff and cast to present an inspiring play. But Craig devoted his life to the elaboration of his
theories about theatre reform, while he did not seriously concern himself with practical reforma-
tive ideas. It seems as if he received little response from theatre artists partly because his
proposals were too challenging and demanding to carry them out and partly because his strong
criticism on actors and directors terrified these professionals. His proposals for the innovation
remained to be seen for a long time.
However, today's American dramatist Robert Wilson displayed an interest in Craig's critical
issue of theatre innovation. He pursues theatre as the director, an actor, a stage designer, and
a playwright. His attitude to theatre work matches Craig's description of the ideal stage director.
In his ideas of theatre, actors, costumes, lighting, scenery, and props are on equal terms. Each
element interacts with others and this interaction builds up an interesting intensity on the stage.
With the aid of the most recent technology he can take up much more experimental work than
Craig could. The interaction between lighting and an actor's hand mentioned earlier suggests that
his innovative ideas are so effective that it creates a new being on the stage.
More importantly, Wilson seeks his own theatre language that integrates visual expression
with verbal expression and creates artistic entertainment. While being enthusiastic about
35　Christopher Baker, "Wilson's 'Hamlet': the arithmetic of memory." American Theatre Sept. 1995: 54-55.
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visualization, he is keenly aware of verbalization. However, he does not intend to prioritize
scripted texts because his belief is that each theatrical element are on the same terms. His
collaborations with Mler and Burroughs increase sensitivity to verbal expression. In his Hamelt:
A Monologue he summons courage to tackle Shakespeare with Wolfgang Wiens, a frequent
German collaborator and stages his own Hamlet by dividing and recombining the original
characters'lines in juxtaposition with one another in a way that provokes Shakespearean purists.
This is what primarily separates him from Craig for the latter believes that words come to life
the most not in the form of theatre but in the form of poetry. Wilson intensifies Craig's ideas and
makes them more dynamic, and by doing so he opens up new space to explore. Wilson's fresh
approach to theatre demonstrates that he is a visionary who can inspire today's American theatre.
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